WIN WORLDWIDE SURVEY

29,252 interviews

Coverage:
34 countries

Fieldwork:
October 21 to December 15, 2020

Topics:
- Level of achievement in gender equality
- Violence
- Sexual Harassment
LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT IN GENDER EQUALITY

- At work
- In politics
- At home
LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT IN GENDER EQUALITY

**P3. To what extent has gender equality achieved in your country in the following fields?**


Net Index: TTB – BTB.
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The percentages of Dk / Nr have not been plotted.
LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT IN GENDER EQUALITY – 2020

Net Index

AT WORK

TOP 5

1. INDIA
   NET INDEX
   79

2. VIETNAM
   NET INDEX
   70

3. FINLAND
   NET INDEX
   62

4. PHILIPPINES
   NET INDEX
   62

5. LEBANON
   NET INDEX
   62

BOTTOM 5

1. FRANCE
   NET INDEX
   -21

2. JAPAN
   NET INDEX
   -19

3. ITALY
   NET INDEX
   -17

4. GERMANY
   NET INDEX
   -7

5. CHILE
   NET INDEX
   -2

Source: WIN 2020. Base: 29 252. The percentages of Dk / Nr have not been plotted.
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Level of Achievement in Gender Equality – 2020

Net Index

AT HOME

TOP 5

1. Vietnam
   Net Index 82

2. Finland
   Net Index 76

3. India
   Net Index 74

4. Canadá
   Net Index 72

5. Slovenia
   Net Index 71

BOTTOM 5

1. Japan
   Net Index -1

2. Spain
   Net Index 16

3. Serbia
   Net Index 17

4. Brazil
   Net Index 19

5. Peru
   Net Index 24

Source: WIN 2020. Base: 29 252. The percentages of Dk / Nr have not been plotted.

P3. To what extent has gender equality achieved in your country in the following fields?
VIOLENCE
17% of women suffered any kind of violence in 2020

24% of women 18-24

21% of women with primary education

22% between students
P4. Have you suffered from any kind of violence (either physical or psychological) in the past year?

Note: The total percentage may not always add up to 100 due to rounding and/or multiple response questions.
P4. Have you suffered from any kind of violence (either physical or psychological) in the past year?

Source: WIN 2020. Base: 14 587 The percentages of Dk / Nr have not been plotted
P4. Have you suffered from any kind of violence (either physical or psychological) in the past year?

Source: WIN 2020. Base: 28 665. The percentages of Dk / Nr have not been plotted.
SEXUAL HARASSMENT
P5. Have you suffered from any kind of sexual harassment in the past year?

Note: The total percentage may not always add up to 100 due to rounding and/or multiple response questions.

P5. Have you suffered from any kind of sexual harassment in the past year?

Source: WIN 2020. Base: 14,587. The percentages of Dk / Nr have not been plotted.
P5. Have you suffered from any kind of sexual harassment in the past year?
LEARNINGS

- **LOW LEVEL OF IMPROVEMENT IN GENDER EQUALITY**
  The WIN annual survey shows low level of improvements in gender equality. Although the increase of positive perception in gender equality achievement in different environments, there is a long way to go, specially in politics and at work.

- **RESULTS ARE UNFORTUNATELY STABLE**
  Compared to previous years, there is little or no improvement in terms of violence suffered by women: results are unfortunately stable.

- **CAMPAIGNS FAILED**
  Despite efforts and campaigns worldwide, results show little improvement in sexual harassment rates. In relation to other regions, women in the Americas report the highest levels of incidence.

- **BEST PRACTICES FROM SOME COUNTRIES**
  Data varies within countries and regions, once we are aware about how different results can be achieved when different efforts are put in place, it becomes clear how to understand best practices and adapt them to help improving results and help women worldwide.
GRACIAS